Chances are, your tourism bureau thrives off it’s website. Your customers find you online and your
advertisers and partners depend on your ability to reach a wide audience, but do you really know
what’s going on behind the scenes? Do you what tactics are working for your benefit and what
ones are just firing blanks? Luckily, there are ways of acquiring this information to help you build a
holistic, informed marketing strategy. Within this resource, we’re going to cover what metrics you
should be using to track your success, and how to do it.
What is Google Analytics
Google Analytics is the best free website data source available to webmasters. It contains data
about your website domain like: the number of users that visited your website, the location your
visitor where at when they visited, user demographics, and metrics on specific pages within your
website. For some, the sheer amount of available data in Google Analytics can be overwhelming!
Art Unlimited is here to show you what you really need to know in order to keep your tourism
bureau operating at its full potential. There are a few supporting tools we recommend utilizing with
Google Analytics to give you a 360 view of your website performance. Before we show you how to
use these tools, we will explain their importance.
What is Google Tag Manager
An important step that people often forget when creating a Google Analytics account for their
tourism site is connecting that account into Google Tag Manager. Tag Manager allows you to
take full advantage of your data tracking resources. Google Analytics without Tag Manager is like
peanut butter without chocolate. Peanut butter is good on it’s own but pairing it with chocolate
simply takes it to a whole new level!

With Tag Manager installed on your tourism site, you will be able to make custom tracking tags
that allow you to really pare down your information into easily digestible pieces. Because, let’s be
honest, you have an organization to run and don’t have time to sift through endless amounts of
data. Custom tags can include everything from click to call and individual page view tracking to
schema markup and UTM tracking.
UTM Tracking
Most tourism bureaus adapt their marketing plan though the year to follow the natural seasons.
UTM Tracking is a must have technique for keeping track of the effectiveness of your tourism
bureau’s multiple campaigns. Easily track the traction of your white paper downloads, gauge your
social media performance, compare link placement on page ads and newsletters, and test the
performance of paid versus non-paid campaigns.
What is a UTM Link?
At this point, you see what UTM tracking can be used for, but you’re probably asking “what is a
UTM anyway?” A UTM is a code that can be attached to a custom URL as a way to track individual
source mediums. With a UTM code you can see what campaigns directed visitors to your site
based on what URL they used to get there.
The easiest way to create a UTM tracking link that automatically collects data into Google Analytics
is by using the Google Analytics Link Builder tool.
What It All Means
Aside from UTM tracking, Google Analytics can be used to keep up with all the traffic and
conversions on your website. Track your audience, pages viewed, time spent on individual pages,
and conversions made. Tracking gives you data that proves where you are most effective with your
website, downloaded material, and any other campaign. This allows you to justify investments,
cut ineffective campaigns, adapt current campaigns, identify where you need additional help, and
increase your overall return on investment.
Goal Conversions
Tracking your tourism bureau’s goal completions is a crucial technique for maintaining a healthy
and profitable organization. Goal tracking can range of actions, from tracking pdf downloads to
number of times your phone number was clicked. The most common type of goal tracking is form
fills (the number of times an online form was filled out and submitted).

Form fills are a great piece of information to track because they are a good representation of your
conversion rates, from month to month, and are a simple and effective piece of data to show to
your tourism bureau’s board.
How to set up a Google Analytics Goal
Go to the admin section of Google Analytics as seen in the screenshot.

Under the view section of the administration area there will be the option of Goals. Select this to go
to the goals page.

Using the creation button in the top left area of the list view, choose New Goal to create your first
goal.

You can select a template goal if you know what you would like to track and it aligns with that
category. We will show you how to set up a custom goal to ensure we can track and connect it
with a confirmation page from a form. These goals are great to track landing page forms from
Adwords campaigns.

When you name your goal, if you are going to track it in Adwords in the future. Make sure that you
name your Adwords Tag and your Google Analytics goal the same name. This is important for
matching them up when you connect them within Google Analytics.

Save this to compete your first goal. You can keep this goal to track specific conversions occuring on
a landing page. If you would like to connect to Adwords in the future, you are now ready to move
into creation and tracking of your Google Ads campaigns.

What The Metrics Mean
Tracking activity on your pages and blog posts is one of the best ways of seeing exactly what
content is interesting to customers. It can also give you an idea what keywords or information
your users are searching in order to find your website. Google Analytics provides seven standard
statistics with your page view reports. These statistics are: Pageviews, Unique Pageviews, Average
Time on Page, Entrances, Bounce Rate, % Exit, and Page Value.

Pageviews - Pageviews are are counted as the total number of times a specific URL was viewed,
within a set time frame.
Unique Pageviews - Unique pageviews are counted as the number of sessions that a page was
viewed at least once. This, unlike the pageview statistic, means pages can be viewed multiple
times in one session, but only count for one unique pageview. Remember when you were looking
for something, opened up the website, then checked your email, and came back to what you were
doing 8 different times? Pageviews would count all 8 occasions. Unique pageviews shows you’re
just one person procrastinating over the course of 3 days.
Average Time on Page - The average time on a page takes the average of the session durations
from the pageview statistic. When you see this stat, you can start to figure out if the average time
is 4 minutes. This might be because there is something about the page that keeps people engaged,
such as a video (or they could just be plain confused and not finding what they want).
If you are finding the average time is very short, it might be because you don’t have enough
information, or the information is so clear and to the point that people are getting what they need
quickly and leave, having a great experience. We usually compare this to the page flow data of

your website to see if this page is making people bounce out or continue to a different portion of
your website to understand what the data is telling us at a deeper level.
Entrance - This allows you to see where someone is
entering your website. This represents the flow of all
traffic coming to your website from other websites,
search engines, or social media platforms. You can
find this information in Google Analytics under
Audience in the section titled “User Flow.” You might
notice certain pages are the first point of entry for a
user and want to understand why. It could be because
this page ranks well organically, or provides the most
relevant information, to your users’ needs when they
search specifically for your tourism bureau.
There are a few outside factors to consider as well. If
you have a ton of people going straight to a certain
page it, it might be because you are running a
campaign that links to that page in Adwords, Facebook, print media etc. You will see it in this flow
chart of users heading straight to that page first. Keeping track of what campaigns are running will
help you splice your data for more information. UTM codes will help you keep them straight as well!
Bounce Rate - A bounce rate the percent of users that leave your site after only visiting one page.
If many users come to your page and leave without doing anything else, it might be bad. If your
bounce rate is a high and your homepage is the gateway to the rest of your website’s content, you
should be concerned. This means that people aren’t reading more information to learn about what
you or your area has to offer.
There are instances where a high bounce rate is an indicator of quality content. Especially if users
found what they were looking! An example of this would be a thank you page or a blog. A high
bounce rate for certain pages can be good because it means people were helped quickly.
% Exit - This is the percentage of people that are leaving the website on all of your pages using
links that you have on your site. This is your bread and butter when you are tourism bureau,
because if you track these, you can prove you are helping the resorts, hotels, and tourist attractions
gain traffic on their websites! Click on in the Behavior section of Google Analytics and look at
the overview. If you want to know where the majority of exits are happening, you can look at the
individual pages section to see where your users are leaving.
NOTE! If you have more than one link on the page that users are leaving through, this metric will

not tell you which link the user clicked. It will only tell you which page was the user’s last. In order to
track specific link clicks to different subsidiaries, you should use a UTM link or set up goals for each
link you would like to track in Google Analytics.

The Action Items
You might be thinking at this point, “Wow, this is great information, but I don’t know how to set any
of this up!” Where do I start? This next section will give some instructions on how to connect your
accounts and set up goals for your website. Not worry, we have a resource that can help you with
the next steps! Connect with our team to request “Part II Connect All the Things: The Tri Google
Cup!”

